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Abstract: Nowadays geographic vector data is produced both by public and private institutions
using well defined specifications or crowdsourcing via Web 2.0 mapping portals. As a result, multi-
ple representations of the same real world objects exist, without any links between these different
representations. This becomes an issue when integration, updates, or multi-level analysis needs
to be performed, as well as for data quality assessment. In this paper a multi-criteria data match-
ing approach allowing the automatic definition of links between identical features is proposed. The
originality of the approach is that the process is guided by an explicit representation and fusion of
knowledge from various sources. Moreover the imperfection (imprecision, uncertainty, and incom-
pleteness) is explicitly modeled in the process. Belief theory is used to represent and fuse knowledge
from different sources, to model imperfection, and make a decision. Experiments are reported on real
data coming from different producers, having different scales and either representing relief (isolated
points) or road networks (linear data).
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1 Introduction
More and more spatial data representing the same “real world” co-exists. Entities are dif-
ferently represented (e.g., a river may be represented by its axis or its full extent) and are
intended to be used in different applications (e.g., topographic maps, route planning, risk
analysis). Representations are produced using different rules by public or private organi-
zations, or by crowdsourcing, such as with OpenStreetMap [35]. Thus datasets are inde-
pendently produced and managed. This presents difficulties for data producers as well as
data users when processes such as integration, data quality estimation, or updates need to
be performed.
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In this context a solution is to define links between features from different datasets
representing the same object in the real world. This process is known in the literature
as data matching [50] and is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1: The matching problem. A pair of identical features in two different representa-
tions of the same world.
Data matching can be considered a tool for different purposes. Indeed, to evaluate data
quality, data matching is a necessary first step to compare a given dataset to a reference
one [5,22,25]. Data matching is used to identify identical features belonging to two versions
of the same dataset to identify updates [23], or belonging to different datasets to propagate
updates from one dataset to the other [24, 48]. Pairs of matched features are analyzed to
detect inconsistencies [19,41] and for conflict detection and resolution [47]. Spatiotemporal
analysis of the evolution of historical features [17, 36] also requires data matching.
More generally, the integration of data coming from different sources may be required
for different applications, such as for mapping or decision making. Data matching is usu-
ally a first step of both of two possible data integration approaches: multi-level—when
several representations are kept separated but are linked [14, 51]; and conflation—when
several representations are merged [28, 36, 39]. Data matching is not a goal per se, but a
preliminary step for many applications.
This paper focuses on vector data matching, and is an extension of the approach pre-
sented in [33, 34], where it was tested on points [33] and networks [34]. In this paper, the
goal is to describe in detail the knowledge which can be used for vector data matching,
how it can be formalized, how different types of imperfection can be taken into account,
and how this knowledge can be modeled using concepts defined in belief theory. Partic-
ular attention is paid towards showing the generality of our approach. The approach is
applied to datasets having very different scales and types of representation, different types
of objects, and different criteria. We compare the results of our approach with those of
others.
Related works and motivations are discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, belief theory
is presented. The data matching proposed approach is then described in Section 4. Before
concluding, two applications of our approach are presented in Section 5.
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2 Related work
In this section some related works on spatial data matching are presented and discussed
from two points of view: the criteria used to compare features, and the data matching
strategies to make a decision.
2.1 Data matching: A multi-criteria issue
Data matching relies on the concept of similarity, e.g., two features A and B belonging to
two different datasets are matched if they are similar.
Generally, similaritymeasures for datamatching are based on four types of information:
geometric (the position and implicitly the shape); semantic (i.e., features types, such as
road, summit, and building); attributes (i.e., the different characteristics of features, such as
number of lanes, name, number of levels, etc.); and topological relations between features
(e.g., meet, inside).
Matching processes for spatial data rely primarily on the comparison of geometric posi-
tions and relations between features. For isolated points, geometry matching can be based
simply on distance. For more complex data like spatial networks, many geometric cri-
teria can be defined, such as the comparison of orientations, lengths, levels of sinuosity.
Topological relationships between features of the same dataset [31,50], or between features
belonging to two different datasets [42] can also be used. These relationships are used to
compare nodes (e.g., number of incidents arcs, angles between incident arcs) [7,49] or edges
(e.g., orientation, length, sinuosity) [29,51], or to guide thematching sequence. For example
when nodes are first matched, subsequent arcs connected to those nodes are matched [31].
For data represented by polygons, criteria based on surface distance and shape compar-
isons are used [3, 5].
The comparison of the semantic information is usually based on either string com-
parison, semantic distances between concepts defined by ontologies [1, 38], or lattice ap-
proaches [16]. A detailed review on semantic measures is provided by Ballatore et al. [4].
In the literature, the approaches typically focus on only one type of geometry at a time. As
a consequence, there exist specific approaches to match points [5], networks [31, 49–51] or
polygons [6]. In general, for point and polygon features matching can be applied to data
sets having the same or different scales. In contrast, approaches for matching networks
depend on whether the datasets to be matched are at comparable scales. For example com-
paring the number of incoming and outgoing arcs of two nodes is relevant only when the
data sets have the same scale. At different scales, the cardinality of links in the network
changes, making matching networks at different scales meaningless.
2.2 Data matching: The global steps to make a decision
The matching process consists of five steps: pre-processing, candidate selection, criteria
combination and decision, and finally evaluation.
Some pre-processing is usually performed on datasets, such as rubber-sheeting to re-
duce geometric deviation [7, 49]; splitting edges using matched nodes to reduce cardinali-
ties to 1:1 [7,49]; removing nodes having only two arcs connected [46]; or the simplification
of the most detailed dataset, if data scales are different [51].
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Candidate selection is a first and usually rough analysis to restrict the number of po-
tentially identical features, and thus to reduce computation time. Generally for point and
linear features, the selection of candidates is based on geometry using a maximum dis-
tance [6, 14, 31, 49] or a buffer [29, 46, 50, 51]. Some authors propose to select candidates
for matching using both geometry and semantics [42]; others rely only on semantics—the
candidates are matched only if they have similar natures [49]. For polygons, the selection is
based on the intersection of features. In other words, all features that intersect each others
are candidates [5, 23].
As discussed earlier, many matching criteria can be defined based on similarity mea-
sures. Three main approaches to combining criteria to make a decision are defined in the
literature: a sequential approach, where criteria are applied one after the other [14]; a com-
bination approach, where criteria are weighted and combined using a sum operator [18];
and a mixed approach. For the latter case, some authors proposed to use a sequential ap-
proach to eliminate candidates and to compute, for example, a weighted sum of values
issued from each criterion for retained candidates [49, 51]. Other alternatives have consid-
ered applying logical rules (e.g., OR) by using thresholds [29]. Generally the “best” candi-
date in terms of final similarity measure (single or combined) or a matching maximizing
the similarity [28] is selected.
The evaluation step is generally an interactive one, with few approaches using auto-
matic evaluation [9,31,50]. For a pair of matched features the evaluation can be in terms of
“sure” or “doubtful” [9, 31], or in terms of precision and recall [6].
2.3 Discussion: Towards a more generic data matching approach
It is obvious that the geometry, scale, and heterogeneity of data have an important influ-
ence on the matching strategy, making the approaches more or less complex. We observe
that specific data matching approaches are generally defined according to the geometry of
features and/or the scale of datasets to be matched. Nevertheless, most of these processes
do not holistically consider both spatial and non-spatial properties. The main consequence
is that the data matching is an ad-hoc process, adapted to particular cases.
Despite the emergence of a number of papers exploring the use of semantic information
to quantify semantic similarity between concepts [12, 21], only a few approaches are using
it to match features, for example, in land use change studies [12]. As far as we know,
there are no vector data matching approaches that take into account semantic information
in a formal way using concept comparison, and not just string comparison. This type of
feature could be useful to minimize aberrant matching links (e.g., matching a valley with
a summit, or a motorway with a secondary road), or to avoid eliminating good matching
due to the heterogeneities of classifications (e.g., the concepts “summit” and “peak” are
semantically close, and might reasonably be matched even if a string comparison considers
them different).
We note that data matching approaches are often based on different, clearly defined
criteria applied sequentially one after another. This has two advantages: the process is
relatively easy to implement and, most importantly, it is easily mastered by users who
may control, amongst other things, the effect of parameters. On the other hand there are
some cases where analyzing criteria in sequence is not efficient. It can lead either to over-
matching or under-matching results, when isolated criteria are either not strict enough or
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too strict (e.g., two features may be matched if, simultaneously, they have more or less the
same attribute values, are relatively close and have similar shapes).
One key issue when matching relates to imperfection in data, and in particular how to
manage imperfect positions, imperfect classifications, errors, or missing data. Imperfec-
tions are inherent in vector data. The complexity of the real world leads to different inter-
pretations, and thus errors, imprecision, and missing data when represented in a database.
Features that appear in a high quality dataset may not exist in a lower quality dataset.
Features may also appear in the lower quality dataset that do not exist in the higher qual-
ity dataset. Different scales may lead to different link cardinalities (1:1, 1:n, and n:m). A
vector database is always a compromise between cost and quality. Although the issue of
imperfections induced by the mapping process has been studied extensively in the field of
GIS [20], there is still no widely accepted classification of the different aspects of quality.
The different terms being employed include: uncertainty, imprecision, fuzzy, error, and
ambiguity.
Reasoning with imperfect knowledge is a topic in artificial intelligence, where imperfec-
tions are generally classified in three types: imprecision (regarding the difficulty of clearly
and precisely defining a state of reality by a proposal), uncertainty (doubts about the valid-
ity of knowledge), and incompleteness (refers to the complete or partial absence of knowl-
edge) [8, 43].
In this context, our goal is to propose general data matching framework that allows
computation and fusion of several criteria to match different features, while taking into
account data and knowledge imperfection. The approach is a multi-criteria data matching
process guided by explicitly formalized knowledge, allowing the fusion of several criteria
based on spatial and non-spatial information. Many mathematical theories that manage
and formalize imperfections exist in the literature. Among these, belief theory is most well-
adapted to our needs, and will be the basis of our approach.
3 Some elements of belief theory
The matching process is guided by an explicit model of knowledge. In some cases, knowl-
edge might be missing or unavailable, or it might also be present but unreliable or un-
certain. To deal with this, sources of knowledge need to be combined to improve the
robustness and quality of the decision making process. This is why numerous different
sources have to be combined when matching. Therefore, the challenge is to fuse and model
different types of knowledge.
Many methods, such as Bayesian probability, belief theory (also called the Dempster-
Shafer model), fuzzy sets, possibility theory, and rough sets are available to manage imper-
fect knowledge and combine different sources of information. A number of reviews high-
lighting the advantages and disadvantages exist in the literature. The interested reader is
directed to Cohen (1985), Dubois and Prade (1988), and Bouchon-Meunier (1989) [8,10,15].
In order to have a generic matching process and to take into account imperfections, a
new data matching approach is proposed in this paper based on belief theory. This frame-
work has been introduced by [13] and proven to be an efficient way method to model
imperfect knowledge with [43]. Belief theory was chosen here for its major advantages
which respond to our needs. Specifically, belief theory:
(1) allows modeling imperfect knowledge (imprecise, uncertain or incomplete);
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(2) provides tools to efficiently fuse sources of knowledge to make decisions;
(3) explicitly manages conflicts, i.e., disagreements between sources of knowledge;
(4) allows modeling perfect knowledge and total ignorance; and
(5) allows the use of different metrics to define belief functions.
Belief theory was already used in previous research for classification or map matching
in the field of geographic information [11, 32, 40], and for integration of sensor data for
decision making purposes [30, 37]. However, as far as we know, there is no data matching
approach based on belief theory.
3.1 Framework of belief theory
Belief theory supposes the definition of a finite set ofN singleton hypotheses corresponding
to the potential solutions of a given problem. This set, generally noted Θ is called a frame of
discernment and is defined as Θ = {H1, H2, . . . , HN}, where Hi , i = 1, . . . , N represents a
singleton hypothesis.
Let us denote 2Θ, the power set of Θ, as the set of all possible combinations of the
singleton hypotheses belonging to Θ. The power set is defined by:
2Θ = {∅, {H1}, {H2}, {H1, H2}, . . . ,Θ} (1)
where {Hi, Hj} is a subset representing the proposition that the solution of a problem is
one of these hypotheses, i.e., eitherHi or Hj . A key point of belief theory is the basic belief
assignment. A belief assignment is a function that assigns to a proposition P ∈ 2Θ a value,
named the mass of belief and denoted m(P ), which represents how much a criterion (or
“source of information” in the vocabulary of the theory) believes in this proposition. As an
example, let us consider a process of data matching based on distances between features
and a proposition stating that two given features are identical. The closer the two features
are, the stronger the criterion believes that they are identical, and the bigger the mass of
belief of this proposition is.
A basic belief assignment is a function m : 2Θ → [0, 1] such that:
∑
P⊂Θ
m(P ) = 1 (2)
Belief theory offers tools to combine several sources of information such as the Dempster’s
rule of combination [13] (see equation 3). Let us consider two sources S1 and S2. Each
source supports propositions P with a mass of belief, m1(P ) and m2(P ), respectively. We
denote by m12 the mass of belief resulting from the combination of the two sources by
Dempster’s rule and that supports the same proposition P .
∀P ∈ 2Θ,m12(P ) =
∑
P ′∩P ′′=P m1(P
′)×m2(P ′′)
1−∑P ′∩P ′′=∅m1(P ′)×m2(P ′′)
, P ′ and P ′′ ∈ 2Θ (3)
This rule defines how to merge several masses of belief to determine a new mass of belief
expressing the combination of beliefs. To make a decision, i.e., to determine which propo-
sition is the solution to the problem, different criteria have to be combined, potentially
leading to a conflicting situation (represented by the denominator of equation 3). Belief
theory provides different operators to manage this conflict [26, 43, 44].
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After the combination of sources, a decision among propositions is made. A simple
approach would be to select the candidate Ci having the bigger mass of belief assigned
to hypothesis appCi . However, first, there are cases where no candidate is particularly
distinguished from the other ones and, second, no overview on all candidates exists, since
each candidate is separately analysed. As for fusion, belief theory offers several decision
rules developed in literature (e.g., the maximum of plausibility, the pignistic probability).
For more details the reader is referred to Smets and Kennes [45].
4 Description of the matching process
In this section, our data matching approach based on belief theory is detailed.
4.1 Data matching approach
Let us consider two vector datasets to be matched. For each feature belonging to one
dataset DataSet1, matching first consists of looking for potentially identical features in the
other dataset DataSet2. Then these candidates are analyzed to determine final matching
links. Our matching process follows this approach and consists of five steps detailed be-
low. In our case, a source in belief theory framework is a matching criterion.
4.1.1 Step 1: Selection of candidates
The first step consists of defining the frame of discernment. For each featureF1 inDataSet1,
we look for close features in DataSet2, according to a distance criterion. These features are
the candidates {Ci}i=1,...,N for matchingwith F1. The frame of discernment is then defined
as follows:
ΘF1 = {appC1 , appC2 , . . . , appCi , . . . , appCN ,NM} (4)
The frame of discernment is the set of hypotheses appCi expressing that “candidate Ci
represents the same real world object than the feature F1.” Note that in some cases real
objects are represented only in one datasets. This case occurs for example when datasets
have different actualities (e.g., a new real world object is mapped DataSet1 but not yet in
DataSet2) or different mapping specifications. To take into account the case where a feature
fromDataSet1may have not identical feature in DataSet2, the hypothesis, NM, standing for
“feature F1 is not matched to any features inDataSet2,” is added. Thus, theNM hypothesis
has three main purposes: i) it models cases when real objects are not represented in both
datasets; ii) the frame of discernment becomes exhaustive by adding the NM hypothesis;
and iii) conflicts generated by the fusion of criteria are less important, since the solution
necessarily belongs to the frame of discernment.
Example Let us suppose a feature F1 in DataSet1 and two candidates C1 and C2. The
frame of discernment is then defined as: ΘF1 = {appCi , appC2 ,NM}, meaning that F1 can
be matched with C1 or C2 or not-matched at all.
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4.1.2 Step 2: Analysis of each candidate independently
To compute the basic belief assignments, a local approach that analyses separately each
candidate is used. This approach follows that proposed by Appriou [2], where sources
assign masses of belief to only a subset of hypotheses of 2Θ. In this approach, masses of
belief are assigned to hypotheses of all Si, subsets of 2Θ defined for each candidate Ci as
Si = {appCi ,¬appCi ,Θ}, where:
(1) appCi is the hypothesis (singleton) that F1 is identical to candidate Ci.
(2) ¬appCi = {appC1 , . . . appCi−1 , appCi+1 , . . . , appCN ,NM} is the hypothesis (not sin-
gleton) that F1 is not identical to Ci, i.e., F1 is either matched to another candidate,
or not matched at all.
(3) Θ = {appC1 , appC2 , . . . , appCi , . . . , appCN ,NM} is the hypothesis (not singleton) ex-
pressing ignorance, i.e., the criterion does not know if Ci is the right candidate or
not.
Thanks to the model proposed by [2], both well-known knowledge m(appCi ), uncertainty
m(¬appCi ), and ignorancem(Θ) are modeled.
Example Following the same example, two subsets are defined for C1 and C2:
S1 = {appC1 ,¬appC1 ,Θ} and S2 = {appC2 ,¬appC2 ,Θ},
where ¬appC1 = {appC2 ,NM},¬appC2 = {appC1 ,NM} and Θ = {appC1 , appC2 ,NM}.
4.1.3 Step 3: Fusion of criteria
Once masses of belief have been initialized, criteria are combined for each candidate using
the Dempster’s rule, as defined in equation 3. Thus, for each set of propositions Si the
masses of belief are combined to provide a mass of belief synthesizing the knowledge from
the different criteria. At the end of this step, for each candidate, one mass of belief is
assigned to each hypothesis appCi , ¬appCi ,Θ.
Example Following the same example, let us suppose now that two criteria are used to
make a decision, criterion 1 and criterion 2. According to the description of step 3, each
criterion assigns a mass of belief to each hypothesis. The following masses of belief are
obtained:
m1(appC1 ) m2(appC1 ) m2(appC2 ) m1(appC2 )
m1(¬appC1 ) m2(¬appC1 ) m2(¬appC2 ) m1(¬appC2 )
m1(Θ) m2(Θ) m2(Θ) m1(Θ)
wherem1(appC1 ) andm2(appC1 ) represent the mass of belief respectively assigned by the
criterion 1 and 2 to hypothesis appC1 .
The computation of the fusion step can be easily illustrated by using a matrix, where
the masses of belief assigned by the criteria are arranged into columns (m1 for criterion 1)
and lines (m2 for criterion 2). Each cell represents the intersection of hypotheses.
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appC1 ¬appC1 Θ
appC1 appC1 φ appC1
¬appC1 φ ¬appC1 ¬appC1
Θ appC1 ¬appC1 Θ
The masses of belief related to the candidate C1 using equation 3 are as follows:
m12(appC1 ) = m1(appC1 )×m2(appC1 ) +m1(appC1 )×m2(Θ) +m2(appC1 )×m1(Θ)
m12(¬appC1 ) = m1(¬appC1 )×m2(¬appC1 ) +m1(¬appC1 )×m2(Θ) +m2(¬appC1 )×m1(Θ)
m12(Θ) = m1(Θ)×m2(Θ)
m12(φ) = m1(appC1 )×m2(¬appC1 ) +m1(¬appC1 )×m2(appC1 ).
Note that the same equations are obtained for the candidate C2.
4.1.4 Step 4: Fusion of candidates
After the fusion of criteria, a set of belief masses for each candidate is calculated. A fourth
step that consists of the fusion of masses of belief assigned to each candidate is carried out.
Once again, the fusion of candidates is carried out using Dempster’s rule, as explained
in equation 3. At the end of this step, one combined mass of belief is assigned to each
hypothesis of 2Θ. Note that, if in our approach the NM hypothesis is not initialized, it ap-
pears during the fusion of criteria, as a result of the contradiction between other hypotheses
related on different candidates or different sources.
Example Following the same example, the masses of belief obtained in Step 3 are fused
according to the equation 3. The matrix shows the intersections of hypotheses: columns
represent hypotheses issued from step 3 for candidate C1, lines represents hypotheses for
candidate C2. Each cell represents the intersection of hypotheses.
appC1 ¬appC1 Θ φ
appC2 φ appC2 appC2 φ
¬appC2 appC1 NM appC1 ,NM φ
Θ appC1 appC2 ,NM Θ φ
φ φ φ φ φ
For example, the mass of belief assigned to appC1 after the combination of the candidates
is: m1...3(appC1 ) = m12(appC1 )× [m12(¬appC2 ) +m12(Θ)].
TheNM hypothesis appears during this step and it is computed as follows: m12(NM) =
m12(¬appC1 )×m12(¬appC2 ).
4.1.5 Step 5: Decision
The final decision is made using the criteria of “maximum of pignistic probability” P (H)
(see equation 5) [13]. By choosing the pignistic probability, the decision ismade only among
the simple hypotheses, i.e., matched to only one candidate (appCi ) or not matched (NM).
However, it is important to mention that this is not only a comparison of masses of beliefs
of singleton hypotheses: all propositions that contain a singleton hypothesis are taken into
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|H1| , H1 ∈ 2
Θ, H1 ⊂ Hm (5)
where |H1| represents the number of singleton hypotheses contained in H1.
The hypothesis with the highest mass of belief is chosen in our process. For each cho-
sen hypothesis, a confidence level equal to the difference between the first and the second
maximum is computed. Doubtful results (i.e., confidence is less than a threshold, or conflict
between criteria is relevant) are highlighted and may be interactively checked.
Example The pignistic probability is computed for the singleton hypothesis: appC1 ,
appC2 , and NM. The hypothesis with the highest pignistic probability is chosen.
For example, the pignistic probability for appC1 hypothesis is computed as follows:
P (appC1 ) = m1...3(appC1 ) +
|appC1 ∩ ¬appC2 |
|¬appC2 | m1...3(¬appC2 ) (6)
4.2 Modeling of data matching criteria
In this section, some typical matching criteria are presented. The belief assignment func-
tions and thresholds illustrated below are typical examples that were tested on actual data.
Even though we believe that those functions are quite general, they can be adapted to
specific data, and many other criteria may be used.
In the Figures 2 and 3, the first line represents the mass of belief assigned to hypothesis
appCi , i.e., “candidate Ci is identical to feature F1.” The second line shows the mass of
belief assigned to hypothesis ¬appCi meaning “candidateCi is not identical to feature F1.”
The last line represents the mass of belief assigned to ignorance,m(Θ).
4.2.1 Knowledge based on geometry
Geometry describes the position, the extension, and implicitly the shape of features, but
also captures spatial relationships between features. A criterion based on position is essen-
tial (matched features are close features). Nevertheless other criteria may also be consid-
ered, such as a criterion comparing orientations of polylines. How to model knowledge for
typical position and orientation criteria is shown in Figure 2.
Position criterion This criterion is based on the distance between the positions of two
features. This criterion has already been proven to be efficient when based on Euclidean
distance between isolated points [33], or based on Hausdorff distance between edges of
roads networks [34]. We strongly believe that any position criterion could be used with a
similar modeling of masses of belief for other distances, and that thresholds are related to
the known accuracy of datasets.
The following example shows how our knowledge about geographic data can be mod-
eled as belief assignment functions for this criterion:
(1) The closer the features are, the more we believe they should be matched together,
and the less we believe they should not be matched. This is translated in the glob-
ally decreasing (resp. increasing) shape of function for the hypothesis appCi (resp.
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Figure 2: Knowledge modeling for Position and Orientation criteria.
¬appCi ). This knowledge is “continuous” in the sense that there is no natural dis-
tance threshold beyond which the belief should drastically change. More generally,
most functions are continuous functions in our approach to avoid thresholds effects.
(2) If the distance between features (F1 and candidate Ci) is below the accuracy of the
less detailed dataset (threshold T1), there is no reason to believe that the two features
could not be matched, whatever the distance is. This is reflected by the fact that the
mass of belief of hypothesis ¬appCi is zero in this case.
(3) In general, beyond a certain distance (threshold T2), two features should not be
matched together. Therefore, the hypothesis appCi becomes in this case equally im-
probable, whatever the distance is, while hypothesis ¬appCi becomes equally credi-
ble. However, this is not always true. Indeed, especially for objects fuzzily defined
(e.g., a valley located by a single point), features may be quite distant but identical.
Thus themass assigned to hypothesis appCi (resp¬appCi ), may not be exactly 0 (resp.
1).
(4) The candidate may neither be close enough to conclude that it is the right identical
feature, nor far enough to conclude that is not. This is modeled in the masses of belief
function by ignorance. Ignorance is at its maximum for this criterion for intermediate
distances.
The great strength of our approach is the ability to explicitly model ignorance. As we
restrict the set of considered hypotheses, such as m(appCi ) + m(¬appCi ) + m(Θ) = 1,
defining two of those functions also defines the third. This is convenient for knowledge
elicitation, as in certain cases it may be more natural to define certain functions rather than
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others: commonsense knowledge may be naturally expressed as “I know that this is it,” or
“I know this is not it,” or “I don’t know if this is it.”
Orientation criterion An orientation criterion is a typical loose criterion (last column in
Figure 2) that consists of comparing local orientations between F1 and candidateCi: colin-
ear features are more likely identical features than perpendicular features. However this is
neither a necessary nor a sufficient criterion alone to make a decision. This criterion may be
used for linear features. It may be evaluated through on the angular difference θ between
the orientations of tangents to F1 and to Ci respectively where the point of F1 is nearest
to Ci, and where the point of Ci is nearest to F1. If the angle θ between the two features
is close to 0, features are relatively parallel and have the same direction; if the angle θ is
closed to π, features are parallel but have opposite directions; finally, if the angle θ is ap-
proximately π/2, features are locally perpendicular. Knowledge about linear data can be
translated into functions using the following rules:
(1) Colinear features are more likely identical than perpendicular ones. This explains the
global shape of functions for hypotheses appCi and ¬appCi .
(2) However, the orientation criterion may not be sufficient to make a decision, even if it
gives some clues for the final decision. Especially when datasets have different levels
of detail, many identical features may not have the same orientation. Consequently,
ignorance has a significant weight. In the example in Figure 2, the mass of belief
assigned to ignorance has the same value whatever the value of the angle is. This is a
typical way of easily giving more or less importance to some criteria.
4.2.2 Knowledge based on semantic information
To compare the different semantics of features, a semantic distance, dS is needed. Semantic
distance may be computed using Wu and Palmer distance [4]. In our experiments this
distance is computed using a geographic ontology, obtained by automatic extraction from
textual specifications of the two datasets [1]. From a semantic point of view, if the semantic
distance is close to 0, then two features have similar natures (e.g., peak and summit). If the
semantic distance is close to 1, these features are very different (e.g., river and summit).
Semantic criteria are typical “necessary but not sufficient” criteria. Two features may
only be matched if they have close natures; but all features having the same nature are not
necessarily matched. Figure 3 illustrates how to model such a semantic criterion:
(1) The “not sufficient” part is modeled by sharing the mass of belief between the hy-
pothesis appCi and ignorance when features have close natures.
(2) The “necessary” part is modeled by assigning a significant mass of belief to hypoth-
esis ¬appCi , meaning that we strongly believe that features are not identical when
they have very different natures. More drastically, if the semantic distance is beyond
a threshold TS , the two features will definitely not be matched. This knowledge is
represented by a constant function for all hypotheses. The mass of belief assigned to
hypothesis ¬appCi is significant. However, if we want to deal with data with pos-
sible classification errors, the masses of belief assigned to the hypotheses appCi and
ignorance may be close to 0, but not exactly 0.
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Figure 3: Knowledge modeling for Semantic, Complete Name, Incomplete Name, and Neigh-
borhood Criteria.
4.2.3 Knowledge based on names
Some attributes representing the name of the features (e.g., toponym or postcode) or the
name of groups of features (e.g., road number) may be considered as pseudo-identifiers.
However in some cases, these names may be only sparsely filled in the database (e.g.,
names of features may be only filled in for important objects). Moreover, in some cases
vernacular names can co-exist, such as with places. To model that, let us describe two
criteria to compare names. The Complete Name Criterion is especially adapted to name at-
tributes filled in, but possibly imprecise, such as toponyms. The Incomplete Name Criterion
is adapted to incomplete but precise data such us road name). Both criteria are based on
string comparison using Levenshtein distance, noted dT [27].
Complete name criterion As illustrated in the third column in Figure 3, the name crite-
rion is significant when two names are similar or strongly similar, since that name may be
considered as an identifier.
(1) If distance is zero, (i.e., both features have exactly the same name), we believe that
the two features are identical, and the mass of belief assigned to hypothesis appCi is
equal to 1. Otherwise, the mass of belief decreases proportionally with distance. Note
that an underlying assumption of no homonyms is made here. If duplicate names ex-
ist, two situations are identified: i) a conflict situation may appear at the combination
step if other characteristics of pairs to compare are different; or ii) a matching link is
defined otherwise. The first situation is highlighted in our process since the conflict is
used here to manage difficult situations. The second situation implies that an object
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to match, F1 is matched with two candidates. Being a part of the global evaluation of
results, the last case is easy to detect. When names are not similar, this criterion is less
significant leaving the possibility to others criteria to decide. Therefore if the distance
dT is greater than the threshold TT (e.g., 30% of letters are different) the hypotheses
¬appCi and ignorance are credible, the hypothesis appCi being improbable. By mak-
ing ignorance a significant hypothesis, the modeling of the Complete Name Criterion is
cautious, i.e., if we are sure, we make a decision on a hypothesis, otherwise we are
impartial.
(2) Cases of ambiguity are modeled by assigning to hypothesis appCi a mass of belief
different from 0 in any case (for cases like when two names represent the same object
in the real world, one having the official name whereas the other has a non-official
name, or when names are expressed in different dialects).
Incomplete Name Criterion The fourth column in Figure 3 shows the mass of belief as-
signments for the Incomplete Name Criterion. For this criterion, datasets reflecting close
points of view (i.e., features may be simultaneously thought of as “important” or “not
important”) are considered. Hence, we believe that names of identical features should be
simultaneously filled in or not. Another hypothesis would lead to a different definition of
belief. Four cases are considered when feature F1 and candidate Ci are compared:
(1) Case A: The attribute is not filled in both datasets. In this case, a decision cannot be
made, assigning a major mass of belief to ignorance. The complement of ignorance is
divided into hypotheses appCi and ¬appCi . More credibility may be given to appCi
than to ¬appCi , as the fact that the name is not filled in both datasets may reflect that
the two features have a similar level of importance.
(2) Case B: Only one feature has a name value filled in. It is not impossible that the two
features are identical, so we assign to the hypothesis ¬appCi a relevant mass of belief,
with a low ignorance.
(3) Case C: Features have different names. In this case we believe that Ci is not an iden-
tical feature, and a significant mass of belief is assigned to ¬appCi , with a low igno-
rance. To manage cases in which vernacular features co-exist, the hypothesis appCi is
not completely rejected. Instead a low, but not null, mass of belief being assigned to
it.
(4) Case D: Features have the same names. It is highly probable that the features are
identical. However, there are cases when an object of the real world is represented by
many feature in datasets (e.g., roads are represented by line-segments). Cases when
F1 has candidates with the same name frequently appear. Thus, we assign the same
mass of belief to appCi hypothesis and to ignorance.
4.2.4 Knowledge based on the analysis of neighborhood
To take into consideration the holistic nature of matching (i.e., matching a feature depends
on the matching of its neighbors), a Neighborhood Criterion (see the last column in Figure 3)
may also be defined. To do that, the process should actually be slightly more complex
than described in Section 4.1. In a first iteration, the matching process is performed using
some criteria, then the results are used to initialize the masses of belief of the neighborhood
criterion as explained below. In a second iteration, the final matching is performed with
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the same criteria plus the neighborhood criterion. For complex cases, the process can even
be reiterated again.
Let us consider a feature F1 belonging to dataset DataSet2 (the most detailed dataset)
and a candidate Ci belonging to dataset DataSet1 (the less detailed dataset). According to
Section 4.1, 0 or n links are generated by the first step, i.e., each feature of DataSet1 may
be matched with 0 or n features in DataSet2. Then, for each candidate, Ci, belonging to
DataSet1, their n identical features defined in the first iteration are grouped into connected
groups. If only one group has been identified, this group is evaluated as being sure that
is to say that all features belonging to the group, including F1, are considered to be well-
matched. Otherwise, if several groups are found neighbors of Ci are analyzed to see how
they are matched in the first step, and especially if corresponding features of the neighbors
are connected to the groups. Four cases are distinguished (see Figure 4 for examples of
these cases and last column of Figure 3 for knowledge modeling):
(1) Case A: None of the neighbors of Ci is matched with a neighbor of F1 in the first
iteration. We believe that Ci and F1 are not identical.
(2) Case B: One of the neighbors of Ci is matched with a neighbor of F1. In this case, we
weakly believe that Ci is identical to F1.
(3) Case C: Several but not all the neighbors of Ci are matched with neighbors of F1.
Hence, we strongly believe that Ci is identical to F1.
(4) Case D: All the neighbors of Ci are matched with neighbors of F1. Thus, we most
strongly believe that Ci is identical to F1.
Figure 4: Different cases of matching results for networks.
5 Experimentation and evaluation
This section describes some experimentation on two types of data: isolated points and
road networks. Implementation was carried out using the COGIT Laboratory platform
GeOxygene1. GeOxygene is an open platform based on Java that implements OGC/ISO
specifications for the development and deployment of GIS applications.
1GeOxygene, http:oxygene-project.sourceforge.net
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We note that our matching approach can also be applied on polygons by using the same
criteria for attribute or semantic information and by defining new criteria for geometry. For
example, criteria based on surface distance [5] or shape comparisons could be proposed [3].
With regards to this criteria, the more two shapes are overlapping or have similar shapes,
the more chances there are to be matched.
5.1 Isolated points: Presentation of the case study and typical results
Experiments on isolated points have been performed on relief data extracted from two
datasets of IGN-France, the French National Mapping Agency (NMA): BDTOPO c© and
BDCARTO c©, and with the following characteristics. These datasets have different levels
of detail, with BDTOPO being more detailed than the BDCARTO dataset. Features repre-
senting relief such as mountains, summits, and valleys are vague, firstly by definition (e.g.,
boundary between a valley and a mountain is not perfectly defined) and secondly because
the classification of objects may be confusing (e.g., the difference between a “summit” and
a “peak” may be hard to define). In addition, identical features may have different names
due to linguistics or due to the use of both official names and vernacular names for the same
object. The semantics of features do not have the same level of detail in the databases. For
example in the BDCARTO there are concepts, which are grouped together: e.g., “summit,
crest, hill,” while in BDTOPO these same concepts are well separated. Using only the po-
sition criterion is not always efficient since the identical feature is not always the closest
one. In the same way, using only the Toponym Criterion may lead semantic inconsisten-
cies. Therefore our matching approach is based on the fusion of the three criteria (Position,
Toponym, and Semantic) seems well adapted to solve this matching problem.
Quantitative results of the matching process are described below. Before, Figure 5 illus-
trates the importance of semantic information in the matching process.
Figure 5a shows that the process did not succeed to match identical features (“l’escarpu
ou pic de louesque” and “l’escarpu”) when using only the name and position criteria. This
is because those features are not very close and their names are slightly different. Instead,
identical features are matched when the Semantic Criterion is added (see Figure 5b). This
result is partially due to the fact that features have the same nature, and thus the semantic
criterion “confirms” the two other “unsure” criteria.
5.2 Experiments on road networks: Typical results
This section describes some experiments matching road networks from two datasets, BD-
CARTO from IGN and MultiNet c© from TomTom. These datasets have different scales,
producers, and purposes. They are also highly heterogeneous. Our test area covers ap-
proximately 760km2 in urban and rural areas.
The first difference between the two datasets is scale. MultiNet is more detailed than
BDCARTO. However, there are also objects such as pathways and rugged ways that are
represented in the less detailed database BDCARTO but not in MultiNet.
Differences in modeling and representation also exist. Each database has a specific rep-
resentation of the real world according to its purpose. BDCARTO is built by the French
NMA. It is used to make maps at 1:100,000 or 1:250,000 scale, and for geographical anal-
yses at regional and departmental levels. It has an accuracy ranging from one to several
decameters. MultiNet is built by TomTom, a private company. Its accuracy goes fromfive to
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Figure 5: Isolated points matching results using a) Position and Toponym criteria and b)
Position, Toponym and Semantic criteria.
twelve meters in many detailed sections, such as city street networks. The latter database
focuses particularly on road and street network description for navigation applications.
Thus, highways are modeled by a single polyline representing its axis in BDCARTO, and
by two parallel polylines representing the axis of each single carriageway in MultiNet. An-
other important difference between the datasets concerns the roundabouts. In MultiNet
these are represented by a set of edges, whereas in BDCARTO they are generally repre-
sented by a single node.
Some results obtained by the matching process described in Section 4.2 are illustrated.
For each feature belonging to MultiNet, the most detailed dataset, the algorithm looks for
candidates in BDCARTO before choosing the “best” one according to our approach based
on belief theory. In the next figures BDCARTO is displayed on the upper left side, while
MultiNet is displayed on the upper right side, and both datasets as well as matching links
are displayed on the bottom.
Recall that for road networks the matching process is carried out in 2 steps. In a first
step, the matching process is performed using Position, Semantic, Name, and Orientation
criteria as described in Section 4.2. The distances are computed between edges of roads
(e.g., for each edge to match a distance is computed between it and edge candidates). The
Position Criterion is based on the Hausdorff distance between edges of roads networks. The
Orientation Criterion is based on the orientation of an edge candidate compared with the
edge to match. The Semantic and Name criteria are respectively based on the edge types
and names. Then, in a second step, the results of the first step are used to initialize the
masses of belief of the Neighborhood Criterion. The final matching is performed with all five
criteria: Position, Semantic, Name, Orientation, and Neighborhood.
Figure 6 reveals the utility of using many criteria and notably theNeighborhood Criterion.
Spatial context has a particular importance in the matching process of networks. Thus if
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the context is not taken into account i.e., Neighborhood Criterion is not used, over-matched
matching results occur, especially in urban areas. Thus, segments C1, D1 and A1, B1 are
wrongly matched with A2 and B2 segments respectively. This result is due to the datasets
having different scales; the segments representing streets are very close and have the same
orientations. Therefore the Semantic and Name criteria are important. Unfortunately our
two datasets have heterogeneous classifications in urban areas, and name attributes are
not always filled in. As a result we are faced with imprecise and insufficient semantic and
name criteria. As a result the matching process without the Neighborhood Criterion is not
able to distinguish between identical and non-identical features, but when a more holistic
analysis is made by adding theNeighborhood Criterion, over-matched results are eliminated.
Figure 6b shows that the segments E1, D1, C1, B1, A1 are not matched any more, i.e., no
identical feature are found in the less detailed dataset. Similarly, Figure 7 illustrates the
utility of the Name Criterion.
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Matching results with (a) and without (b) the Neighborhood Criterion. In both sub-
figures, the less detailed dataset (BDCARTO) is represented in the upper left corner, and
the most detailed dataset (MultiNet) in the upper right corner. Both dataset are overlapped
in the bottom. Single arrows represent wrong-matched links and double arrows represent
correct links.
In Figure 7a, the results of data matching algorithm without using the Name Criterion
are shown. The edge A2 representing the road named “D81” is matched with edges A1,
B1, D1, and E1. Links between (A2, D1) and (A2, E1) are wrong, because D1 and E1 are
not edges belonging to the road “D81.” This mistake is rectified when the Name Criterion is
added to the matching (Figure 7b).
5.3 Qualitative evaluation of matching results
The automatedmatching results are comparedwith an interactive matching to evaluate the
approach. Evaluation for isolated points is made in relation to the number of features. Five
datasets (1,232 features) for five French counties are tested. For roads networks, evaluation
is carried out in comparison with the total length of networks (12,725km for a 760km2 area).
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(a) (b)
Figure 7: Matching results with (a) and without (b) using the Name Criterion. In both sub-
figures the less detailed dataset (BDCARTO) is represented in the upper left corner, and
the most detailed dataset (MultiNet) in the upper right corner. Both dataset are overlapped
in the bottom. Single arrows represent wrong-matched links and double arrows represent
correct links.
The evaluation is made on behalf of the most detailed dataset and regarding to the ground
truth for isolated points and an interactive matching for road networks.
Two well-known indicators used in information retrieval domains to measure the per-
formance of algorithms were applied to qualify our results. These are precision—the per-
centage of the matching links defined by the matching algorithm that are correct compared
to an interactive matching, and recall—the percentage of the correct matching links that are
actually discovered by the matching algorithm. The recall and precision were compared
with two approaches: Beeri et al. [5], which defines for isolated points, and only based on
distances between features (see Table 1); and Mustiere and Devogele [31], dedicated for
road networks at different levels of detail, and based on geometric and topological analysis
(see Table 2).
Number of features Precision Recall
Isolated points
Ground truth
Matched 1,131 100% 100%
Non-matched 101 100% 100%
Our approach
Matched 1,126 99% 99%
Non-matched 92 91% 95%
Conflict 14 - -
Beeri et al. [5]
Matched 1,063 94% 93%
Non-matched 55 54% 59%
Table 1: Qualitative evaluation of results for isolated points.
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For isolated points, among 1,232 features belonging to BDTOPO, 1,131 features should
be matched and 101 features should be not-matched (i.e., have no identical features in BD-
CARTO). Good precision and recall are obtained in our approach, especially for matched
features (99%). Conflicts (i.e., no decision is taken) were noted for 14 features. Relatively
good precision (91%) and recall (95%) are obtained when Beeri et al.’s [5] approach is used.
However, both measures are weak for non-matched features. The Beeri et al. [5] approach








Matched 6093 59% 96% 95%
Non-matched 6632 41% 95% 94%
Mustie`re and Matched 5304 54% 98% 90%
Devogele [28] Non-matched 7421 46% 85% 98%
Table 2: Qualitative evaluation of results for road networks.
Due to the complexity of networks, precision and recall are lower (96% resp. 95%) for
road networks. Comparing with the Mustie`re and Devogele [31] approach, which is rather
pessimistic, our matching approach is optimistic with the precision being lower than the
recall. Regarding non-matched features, the results for precision and recall are reversed:
our approach has better precision (95% against 85%) and lower recall (94% against 98%)
than the Mustie`re and Devogele [31] approach. Errors ( 4%) are mainly due to complex
roundabouts, which unfortunately are not efficiently managed by our process because in
BDCARTO, roundabouts are represented by a single node, whereas in MultiNet they are
represented by a set of edges. To improve this, one solution could be to add a new criterion
specialized on roundabouts previously detected and to match edges to nodes.
In our opinion the results were slightly improved regarding the other matching ap-
proaches thanks to both the use of different criteria and the way the knowledge were for-
malized, especially ignorance. In this direction, some sensitivity analyses were made in
order to measure the importance of using different criteria and parameters used in the
process. Concerning the criteria, our approach was tested using different configurations,
such as Distance Criterion and Semantic Criterion or Distance Criterion and Name Criterion, or
the three criteria together. Sensitivity tests have shown that the matching results using our
approach are most effective where more criteria are used.
Concerning the sensitivity of parameters, only a few tests were carried out. The analysis
consisted of varying the threshold for one criterion while the others were left unchanged.
The first results have shown that sensitivity is more important for theDistance Criterion and
less important for those based on semantic and names. Concerning the Distance Criterion
we observed that the sensitivity is more important for thresholds corresponding to small
distances. This result makes sense since datasets have different scales and different preci-
sion. Certainly, further tests should be carried out. One possibility would be to study the
impact of all parameters at the same time, and with respect to knowledge about datasets
such as precision, accuracy etc.
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Conclusion
In this paper a data matching approach based on knowledge fusion using belief theory is
proposed. We showed that the matching process becomes more efficient thanks to the fu-
sion of different knowledge and more generally, thanks to an explicit formalization of that
fused knowledge. The addition of knowledge, even if incomplete, leads to an improve-
ment of the matching process (e.g., name attribute). In conclusion, we consider that our
data matching approach has the following advantages.
First, it can be used on different data, i.e., the approach can be adapted according to
type of data (e.g., points, polylines, polygons), to scale (the same or different scales), and to
different layers (e.g., relief, buildings, road networks, hydrographical networks).
Second, the matching approach can be seen such as an adaptive and expandable pro-
cess. It is possible to add as many criteria as are needed without modifying the approach
defined in Section 4.1.
Finally, imperfection is explicitly modeled in our approach. Imperfection is represented
by the belief masses assigned to a proposition (i.e., the union of singleton hypothesis). Un-
certainty is explicitly modeled by the partial belief masses (i.e., appCi ,¬appCi ,Θ). Finally
incompleteness is managed by assigning the unit mass of belief to ignorance (i.e., the hy-
pothesis defining the frame of discernment). In our opinion, inclusion of ignorance is the
greatest strength of our approach because it allows the use of criteria that are relevant for
some cases, and not relevant for others. Another advantage of ignorance is in ergonomics:
the user can fix two of the three functions, and deduce the third one. In some cases, the
easiest way is to quantify the “no matched” and “no opinion,” as in the case of the orien-
tation test. Quantifying the “no matched” means “the less features that are colinear, the
less matching is possible.” Quantifying “no opinion” expresses the low conviction of this
criterion. In other cases, it is easier to quantify the “matched” and “not matched,” such
as for the position criterion where the first means “two very close features are probably
identical,” and the second means “two distant features in any case more than the precision
of datasets, are probably not matched.”
The assignment of masses of belief is an essential step in our approach. As we have
noted in Section 4, curves defining the belief assignments vary from criterion to criterion.
They also have different weights in the process. This is due to the fact that each crite-
rion relies on different knowledge that is more or less perfect. This flexibility is another
key advantage of our approach as it allows users to precisely model different knowledge,
However it may also be thought of as a drawback, as tuning the process may become fas-
tidious. In our experiments, thresholds depend on data specifications and especially on the
precision of a dataset and are thus directly set up. Moreover, in our opinion, the definition
of precise thresholds is not so important for two main reason: many criteria are combined,
and the curves are relatively smooth. As such only approximate thresholds are necessary.
In addition, we believe that even if thresholds may be adapted to special cases, the global
shapes of functions are quite general, and should be reused in many matching cases.
For future work, there are several possible solutions that could make the matching pro-
cess more generic and easier for end users. One solution is to develop a method for op-
timizing parameters that is a compromise between matching results quality and number.
A second solution is to identify thresholds and weights by data mining. Finally, a third
solution is to carry out a qualitative study for each criterion in order to evaluate it.
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On final point to discuss is the cardinality of matching links. Our approach is “one-
way,” with each edge of one dataset (the most detailed) matched to one edge in the other
dataset (the less detailed). It may happen that several edges of the detailed network are
matched to the same edge of the other network. However, if the networks have simi-
lar scales this should not happen. To improve this aspect, post-processing could be con-
structed. First, pignistic probabilities for the two features matched with the same candi-
date could be compared, and then the feature with the highest probability chosen. Second,
a new criterion allowing taking into account spatial context could be introduced. For exam-
ple, Samal et al. [38] propose a matching approach that analyses the local systematic shifts
between matched features. This idea could be introduced as a new criterion, in a similar
way to the neighborhood criterion.
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